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SUMMARY
Wepresent a novel 3-D frequency-domain inversion scheme to recover 3-Dmantle conductivity
from satellite magnetic data, for example, provided by the Swarm mission. The scheme is
based on the inversion of a new set of electromagnetic transfer functions, which form an
array that we denote as matrix Q-response and which relate external (inducing) and internal
(induced) coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion of the time-varying magnetic
field of magnetospheric origin. This concept overcomes the problems associated with source
determination inherent to recent schemes based on direct inversion of internal coefficients.
Matrix Q-responses are estimated from time-series of external and internal coefficients with a
newly elaborated multivariate analysis scheme. An inversion algorithm that deals with matrix
Q-responses has been developed. In order to make the inversion tractable, we elaborated an
adjoint approach to compute the data misfit gradient and parallelized the numerical code with
respect to frequencies and elementary sources, which describe the external part of themagnetic
field of magnetospheric origin. Both parts of the scheme have been verified with realistic test
data. Special attention is given to the issue of correlated noise due to undescribed sources.
Key words: Geomagnetic induction; Magnetic anomalies: modelling and interpretation;
Satellite magnetics.
1 INTRODUCTION
Maps of the three-dimensional (3-D) electrical conductivity of
Earth’s mantle provide an advanced understanding of the mantle’s
chemical and physical properties and reflect the connectivity of con-
stituents such as fluids and partial melt. Global 3-D electromagnetic
(EM) induction studies can thus provide complementary informa-
tion to global seismic tomography, which is used to ascertain the
mantle’s bulk mechanical properties (e.g. Becker & Boschi 2002;
Romanowicz 2003).
To date, only ground-based data from the global network of ge-
omagnetic observatories have been used to obtain global and semi-
global 3-D images of mantle conductivity (e.g. Koyama et al. 2006;
Kelbert et al. 2009; Tarits & Mandea 2010; Semenov & Kuvshinov
2012). However, bearing in mind that geomagnetic observatories
are sparsely and irregularly distributed with large gaps in oceanic
regions and the Southern Hemisphere, reliable global images of
the 3-D mantle conductivity structure can hardly be obtained at
present or in the foreseeable futurewith the use of ground-based data
alone.
In contrast to ground-based measurements, satellite-borne mea-
surements provide an excellent spatial coverage with data of uni-
form quality. The Swarmmultisatellite geomagnetic mission (Friis-
Christensen et al. 2006) prompted the development of methodolo-
gies that can recover the 3-D conductivity structure from space.
Two approaches, both based on an inversion of internal (induced)
coefficients of the spherical harmonic expansion (SHE) of the mag-
netic potential due to signals of magnetospheric origin, were elab-
orated. Both the time-domain approach (Velimsky 2013) and the
frequency-domain approach (Pu¨the & Kuvshinov 2013b) yielded
promising results in model studies.
However, a 3-D inversion of internal coefficients has the inherent
shortcoming that it requires a precise description of the magneto-
spheric source, in our case consisting of external (inducing) SHE
coefficients. In reality, the source is determined with inevitable er-
rors. This injects an uncontrolled uncertainty into the resulting 3-D
mantle conductivity images.
We present the concept of an alternative 3-D inverse solution
that overcomes this problem. The inversion scheme is based on a
2-D array of transfer functions, hereinafter denoted as Q-matrix or
matrix Q-response. The Q-matrix connects (at a given frequency)
external and internal SHE coefficients of the magnetic potential
due to signals of magnetospheric origin (Olsen 1999). This scheme
avoids complications with the actual description of the source. Only
the structure of the source, namely the specific set of SHE terms that
are significant for its description, needs to be known. Data analysis
also allows for a direct estimation of uncertainties, which can be
incorporated into the inversion scheme. Moreover, the approach
permits the use of intermittent data (e.g. from different satellite
missions that are separated in time).
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The determination of time-series of external and internal coef-
ficients is a pre-requisite for our formulation. The time-series will
be available as Swarm data product, provided by the comprehen-
sive inversion (CI, cf. Sabaka et al. 2013). The CI aims to separate
contributions to the magnetic measurements from various sources
(core, lithosphere, ionosphere and magnetosphere) in the form of
corresponding SHE coefficients.
This paper is organized as follows. Matrix Q-responses are in-
troduced in Section 2. They are estimated with a newly developed
multivariate analysis scheme that we outline in the same section.
The inversion algorithm is described in Section 3, in which we also
present results of test studies. Several critical aspects of ourmethods
and the inversion results are discussed in Section 4. A summary of
the work presented in this paper and an outlook to future activities
are given in Section 5.
2 EST IMATION OF MATRIX
Q -RESPONSES
This section in detail describes the multivariate data analysis algo-
rithm that we elaborated to estimate matrix Q-responses. We start
with their definition, which follows directly from the SHE of the
magnetic potential.
2.1 The origin of matrix Q-responses
We formulate Maxwell’s equations in frequency domain as
1
μ0
∇ × B = σE+ jext, (1)
∇ × E = iωB. (2)
Here, B(r, ϑ, ϕ) and E(r, ϑ, ϕ) are the complex Fourier transforms
of magnetic flux density and electric field, respectively, with r, ϑ
and ϕ being distance from Earth’s centre, colatitude and longitude,
respectively. jext(r, ϑ, ϕ) is the complex Fourier transform of an im-
pressed source current density. σ (r, ϑ , ϕ) is the spatial conductivity
distribution in the Earth and μ0 is the magnetic permeability of
free space. This formulation neglects displacement currents, which
are irrelevant in the considered frequency range. Note that the de-
pendence of B, E and jext on angular frequency ω is omitted but
implied. Also note that we adopted the Fourier convention
f (t) = 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
f (ω)e−iωtdω. (3)
In the source-free region above the conducting Earth, but below
the region enclosed by the current jext (in our case the magneto-
sphere), eq. (1) reduces to ∇ × B = 0. B is thus a potential field
and can be written as gradient of a scalar magnetic potential V, that
is, B = −∇V . Since B is solenoidal, V satisfies Laplace’s equation
(∇2V = 0) and can be represented as sum of external and internal
parts, V = V ext + V int, which read
V ext = a
∑
n,m
εmn (ω)
( r
a
)n
Y mn (ϑ, ϕ), (4)
V int = a
∑
k,l
ιlk(ω)
( r
a
)−(k+1)
Y lk (ϑ, ϕ). (5)
Here, a is Earth’s mean radius, εmn (ω) and ι
l
k(ω) are the SHE co-
efficients of the external (inducing) and internal (induced) parts of
the potential and Ymn is the spherical harmonic of degree n and
order m
Ymn (ϑ, ϕ) = P |m|n (cosϑ)eimϕ, (6)
with P |m|n (cosϑ) being the Schmidt quasi-normalized associated
Legendre polynomial of degree n and order |m|. Note that we, for
simplicity, use the conventions
∑
n,m
=
Nε∑
n=1
n∑
m=−n
and
∑
k,l
=
Nι∑
k=1
k∑
l=−k
, (7)
where Nε and Nι are maximum (cut-off) degrees for external and
internal coefficients, respectively. Also note that in eqs (4) and (5),
we use different indices for external and internal coefficients to
account for the 3-D conductivity structure. In a 1-D Earth (in which
conductivity is only a function of depth), every external coefficient
only induces one internal coefficient of the same degree and order.
They are linearly related by the (scalar)Q-response, which is defined
as
ιmn (ω) = Qn(ω)εmn (ω). (8)
Note that Qn is independent of the order m (e.g. Bailey 1969). In a
3-D Earth, however, every external coefficient εmn induces a whole
series of internal coefficients ιlk , such that we can write
ιlk(ω) =
∑
n,m
Qlmkn (ω)ε
m
n (ω), (9)
where the Qlmkn form a 2-D array of transfer functions we refer to as
‘matrix Q-response’ or ‘Q-matrix’. Note that this formulation was
suggested before by Olsen (1999). The diagonal elements of this
matrixmostly describe the bulk conductivity and the stratification of
the subsurface—in case of a layered (1-D) Earth, they are equivalent
to the scalar Q-responses. The off-diagonal elements describe a
transfer of energy to coefficients of different degree and order,
which only occurs if the subsurface has a 3-D structure.
2.2 Multivariate data analysis
In the context of EM sounding research, usually not more than two
transfer functions are estimated for a single field component. In
magnetotellurics, for instance, the horizontal components of mag-
netic and electric fields are related to each other by a 2 × 2-matrix
Z, which is known as ‘impedance tensor’:[
Ex
Ey
]
=
[
Zxx Zxy
Zyx Zyy
][
Bx
By
]
. (10)
This accordingly involves the determination of two transfer func-
tions per (output) field component (e.g. Zxx and Zxy for Ex; for more
details, the reader is referred to Chave & Jones 2012).
One of the exceptions is the methodology of Schmucker (2003a),
which combines gradient sounding and geomagnetic depth sound-
ing, and which involves the determination of five transfer functions
for one (vertical) magnetic field component. In our case, Ns trans-
fer functions need to be determined for each internal coefficient
ιlk , where Ns is the number of SHE terms describing the (magne-
tospheric) source. However, bearing in mind that this source has a
large-scale spatial structure, mainly described by an equatorial ring
current, a moderate number of SHE terms (e.g. Ns = 9; with n ≤ 3,
m ≤ 1) seems to be adequate to describe the source. Note that, if
using coefficients of all orders m, Ns = Nε(Nε + 2).
To estimate the elements of the Q-matrix, we developed a multi-
variate data analysis tool based on the section-averaging approach
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(e.g. Olsen 1998) and iteratively reweighted least squares (e.g. Aster
et al. 2005). In the following, we distinguish two methods to esti-
mate the Q-matrix—the conventional (single-frequency) approach
and the multifrequency approach.
2.3 Conventional approach
In the conventional (single-frequency) approach, the Q-matrix is
estimated rowwise according to eq. (9) at a set ofNω logarithmically
spaced frequenciesω ∈	, by solving the system of linear equations
Ilk(ω) = E(ω)Qlk(ω) + δIlk(ω). (11)
In this system of equations, Ilk is a column vector (of length Nd)
containing estimates of the time spectra (for a given ω) of the
internal coefficient ιlk obtained in Nd segments of the full time-
series, hereinafter denoted as ‘events’.E is anNd ×Ns systemmatrix
containing the respective estimates of the time spectra of the external
coefficients εmn for ω. Q
l
k is an unknown column vector of length
Ns; its transpose constitutes the row of the Q-matrix corresponding
to the internal coefficient ιlk for frequency ω. δI
l
k is the vector of
residuals.
The length of the time segments depends on ω and in general
is a small multiple of the associated period T = 2π/ω. Short seg-
ments increase Nd, but in turn also increase the spectral leakage. We
found that segment lengths of 3T − 8T yield best results. The time
segments overlap to improve statistical efficiency and are tapered
before performing the Fourier transform to decrease the spectral
leakage (e.g. Chave & Jones 2012).
The standard least-squares solution of eq. (11) is
Qˆlk,lsq =
(E†E)−1 E†Ilk, (12)
where Qˆlk denotes an estimate of Q
l
k , and superscript
† stands for
hermitian transpose. In order to minimize the influence of outliers
on the results, eq. (11) is however solved by a robust least-squares
algorithm. This algorithm consists of the repeated solution of a
modified system of equations, in which a weighting matrix R is
introduced. R is a diagonal matrix, containing weights based on the
residuals obtained in the previous iteration. The solution of a such
weighted system (in iteration j) is
Qˆlk,rob( j) =
(E†R( j)E)−1 E†R( j)Ilk . (13)
As in the study by Schmucker (2003b), we perform three iterations,
using Huber weights in the first two iterations and Tukey weights
in the third iteration (e.g. Ritter et al. 1998). More robust schemes
like repeated median estimates (e.g. Smirnov 2003) are not feasible
for this multidimensional problem due to numerical limitations.
Estimating the uncertainties of transfer functions is a crucial task,
especially if the latter are supposed to be used in the context of an
inversion. Schmucker (2003b) pointed out that in the case of mul-
tivariate analyses with more than three unknowns, only jackknife
estimates can handle bias errors due to noise in the input variables.
We apply the jackknife method as it was introduced by Chave &
Thomson (1989). By omitting in the robust least-squares analysis
one event after the other, Nd estimates of Qlk are performed with
Nd − 1 events each. We define Qˆl(i)k as the leave-one-out estimate
obtained by omitting the ith event and, as before, Qˆlk as the estimate
obtained with all events (note that each Qˆl(i)k is estimated with the ro-
bust least-squares algorithm). We further define the pseudo-values
ξ
l(i)
k = (Nd − Ns + 1)Qˆlk − (Nd − Ns)Qˆl(i)k . (14)
The jackknife mean is just the arithmetic average of the pseudo-
values, that is
Q˜lk(ω) =
1
Nd
Nd∑
i=1
ξ
l(i)
k . (15)
The jackknife covariance matrix is finally the standard sample co-
variance of the pseudo-values
Clk(ω) =
1
Nd
Nd∑
i=1
(
Q˜lk − ξ l(i)k
) (
Q˜lk − ξ l(i)k
)†
. (16)
Confidence limits for the elements of the Q-matrix are estimated
from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix Clk using t-
statistics (Aster et al. 2005). Note that the standard estimate Qˆlk and
the jackknife estimate Q˜lk are usually very similar. This is also the
case in our application, as tests not shown here have revealed. Thus,
we can—for inversion—use the Qˆlk , weighted by the uncertainties
computed with the jackknife analysis outlined above (cf. eq. 22 in
Section 3.1).
2.4 Multifrequency approach
In the multifrequency approach, the system of eqs (11) is solved
simultaneously for all Nω frequencies. This in particular implies a
large, sparse system matrix, which in diagonal blocks contains the
E(ω) for all ω ∈ 	. Solving this large system is mathematically
equivalent to solving Nω small systems (11), but computationally
more expensive. The advantage of this method is the possibility to
impose an additional constraint on the solution.
Bailey (1969) stated that the inverse Fourier transform of the
scalarQ-response, which reflects the conductivity structure of a 1-D
Earth, is a causal response function (since there cannot be an internal
signal ιmn prior to excitation by ε
m
n ). This is easily extended to a 3-D
Earth, meaning that the inverse Fourier transform of each element
of the Q-matrix is also a causal response function. Causal response
functions are analytic and bounded function of ω everywhere in the
upper half of the complexω-plane (and in particular for real, positive
ω; e.g. Landau & Lifshitz 1958). This theoretical finding coincides
with the observation that response functions vary smoothly with
respect to frequency (or its logarithm) for any realistic conductivity
distribution.
We make use of this additional information and require each
element of the Q-matrix to vary smoothly with frequency by mini-
mizing the second derivative with respect to log10(ω). Let y be the
vector of dependent variables (here containing the Ilk of all Nω fre-
quencies), x the unknownmodel vector (here containing theQlk) and
A the system matrix of explanatory variables (here containing the
E in diagonal blocks). The system of equations reads y = Ax+ δy,
with δy being the vector of residuals, and its least-squares solution
is
xˆlsq =
(
A†A
)−1
A†y. (17)
We define a regularization matrix L that, in our case, connects
the Qlmkn of different frequencies ω and minimizes their second
derivatives with respect to log10(ω). We also define a regularization
parameter λ > 0 and then write the solution of the regularized
least-squares problem (e.g. Aster et al. 2005) as
xˆreg =
(
A†A+ λLL)−1 A†y. (18)
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Figure 1. Time-series of the external coefficients qmn , s
m
n (in nT) that describe the source in our model study. The time (in days) is relative to 2000 January 1.
Note that the real coefficients qmn (t), s
m
n (t) shown in this figure are related to the complex coefficients ε
m
n (t) in the following way (cf. Kuvshinov et al. 2006):
εmn = 1/2(qmn − ismn ) if m > 0, εmn = 1/2(q |m|n + is|m|n ) if m < 0, and εmn = qmn if m = 0. Also note the different scales of the individual plots.
Combining the regularization with the above-mentioned robust
least-squares algorithm finally yields the estimate
xˆreg,rob( j) =
(
A†R( j)A+ λLL)−1 A†R( j)y, (19)
where R is again a diagonal weighting matrix, and superscript 
denotes matrix transpose. The optimum amount of smoothing (de-
termined by the value of λ) can be found by using an L-curve
approach (Hansen 1992). This approach relates a norm of the data
misfit,ψd = (xˆ− A†y)†R(xˆ− A†y), to a norm of the smoothness of
the responses, ψm = (Lxˆ)†(Lxˆ). The optimum solution minimizes
both norms.
The uncertainties can be estimatedwith the jackknifemethod out-
lined above, cf. Section 2.3. The results however have to be analysed
with care. The enforced smoothness of the solution decreases the
spread of the pseudo-values, obtained by individual leave-one-out
estimates. This leads to an overall decrease of the estimated uncer-
tainties, while in turn, covariances between Q-matrix elements of
different frequencies are introduced.
2.5 Generation of test data
To verify the elaborated scheme and to test its performance and
robustness, we designed a synthetic, but realistic test data set, con-
sisting of time-series of external and internal SHE coefficients. A
more detailed description of this data set, which was generated in
the development phase of the Swarm satellite mission, can be found
in the paper by Olsen et al. (2013).
Hourlymean time-series of external coefficients in a geomagnetic
dipole coordinate system (up to degree n= 3 and orderm= 1) were
obtained by analysis of 4.5 yr of observatory data (1998 July—2002
December), details of the derivation are given in Olsen et al. (2006).
These time-series are depicted in Fig. 1. Time-series of internal
coefficients (for k, l ≤ 15) were obtained by simulating induction
in a test (target) 3-D mantle conductivity model, using a numerical
solution (Kuvshinov 2008) based on a contracting integral equation
(CIE) approach (Pankratov et al. 1995). The procedure in large parts
follows the description in Kuvshinov et al. (2006).
The target conductivity model is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of
a thin surface shell of laterally varying conductance and a layered
model, which contains different small-scale and large-scale conduc-
tivity anomalies, underneath. The shell conductance is obtained by
considering contributions both from sea water and sediments; for
Figure 2. Target conductivity model used in our model studies, units are
in S m−1. Note that the conductivity of the top layer has been obtained by
scaling the surface conductance map to a thickness of 10 km.
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details, we refer toManoj et al. (2006). The surface shell is scaled to
a thickness of 10 km. Note that the same target model was used for
the Swarmmantle conductivity studies (Pu¨the & Kuvshinov 2013b;
Velimsky 2013).
The data obtained so far constitute a noise-free input for the
multivariate analysis scheme. Estimates of the Q-matrix obtained
with these noise-free data will be presented in Section 2.7.
In order to realistically simulate the full processing of Swarm
data, we however use εmn and ι
l
k to predict the magnetic field of mag-
netospheric origin at orbit altitudes and observatory locations (with
a sampling frequency of 1Hz). Adding the contributions due to dif-
ferent sources (core, lithosphere and ionosphere) yields a model of
the full magnetic field at orbit altitudes and observatory locations,
which is then analysed by the CI (Sabaka et al. 2013). The exter-
nal and internal SHE coefficients of the magnetic potential due to
magnetospheric sources recovered by the CI constitute a realistic
test data set for the multivariate analysis scheme. We will use it in
Section 2.8. Note that the CI recovers the coefficients with a sam-
pling rate of 6 hr (ε01 and ι
0
1 are recovered with a sampling rate of 1.5
hr, but resampled to 6 hr for consistency). All external coefficients
used to generate the test data (up to degree n = 3 and order m = 1)
are recovered. Internal coefficients are recovered up to Nι = 5. Note
that the noise-free data are also resampled to 6 hr, and internal coef-
ficients with k > 5 are omitted in order to have structurally similar
data sets.
2.6 Some remarks on the period range
On the lower end, the period range of the matrix Q-responses is
limited by the Nyquist theorem. With a sampling rate of 6 hr for the
SHE coefficients (as used in the test studies presented below), the
shortest period in the data is 12 hr. However, for periods up to 24
hr, the ionospheric Sq signals are the main cause for variations in
the magnetic records. Since the CI cannot perfectly separate signals
of ionospheric and magnetospheric origin, the noise level at these
short periods is expected to be large. We thus only consider periods
longer than 2 d.
On the upper end, the period range is limited by the length of
the time-series. For a reliable least-squares analysis, the number of
events must significantly exceed the number of explanatory vari-
ables (here called Ns). In our test study, we have 4.5 yr of data and
Ns = 9. Using segments with a length of 3 T and an overlap of
50 per cent and requesting the number of events to be at least four
Ns, the maximum period is of about 30 d. However, Q-responses at
longer periods would be fortunate in order to resolve the conduc-
tivity structure at greater depths (see also Section 3.4).
There are two ways to acquire responses at longer periods. First,
the length of the time-series scales linearly with the maximum
period, thus a longer mission (or multiple separate missions) would
help out. Secondly, there is obviously a trade-off between an accurate
description of the source (i.e. the number of spherical harmonic
terms Ns) and the maximum period of the estimated matrix Q-
responses. By reducing Ns, for example, only considering induction
due to sources of degree n = 1, we can increase the ratio without
altering the number of events and thus go to longer periods. We
however have to be aware that a neglected source has the effect of
correlated noise, which biases the results (Egbert & Booker 1989).
On the other hand, since there will be undescribed sources in real
data anyway (e.g. due to field-aligned currents, cf.Ritter et al. 2013),
this could be a valuable test of the robustness of the algorithm with
regard to correlated noise. We will come back to this idea in a
different context in Section 3.5.
2.7 Verification using noise-free test data
We now present results obtained with the test data sets described
in Section 2.5. Fig. 3 shows selected elements of the Q-matrix,
Figure 3. Selected elements of the Q-matrix, estimated from noise-free test data using the conventional approach (cf. Section 2.3). Rows correspond to k = 1,
l = −1/k = 3, l = −2/k = 5, l = 5. Columns correspond to n = 1, m = −1/n = 1, m = 0/n = 3, m = 0/n = 3, m = 1. Black dots show the real part of the
estimated responses, red dots the imaginary part. Solid lines correspond to theoretical predictions from the target model shown in Fig. 2.
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estimated from noise-free test data using the conventional approach
(cf. Section 2.3). Matrix Q-responses were estimated at 16 loga-
rithmically spaced periods between 2 and 28.5 d. The estimates are
compared to theoretical solutions. The latter were obtained by sim-
ulating induction due to unit amplitude spherical harmonic sources
in the target model (cf. Fig. 2) with a CIE solver (Kuvshinov 2008).
We first note that the magnitude of the responses in the top left
element is two orders higher than in the remaining elements. This is
due to the fact that this is a diagonal element of the Q-matrix, that
is, it describes the bulk conductivity and the 1-D structure, which
dominate over the 3-D heterogeneities.
The theoretical prediction is recovered well for all elements,
which verifies the performance of our multivariate analysis algo-
rithm. The correspondence between predicted and estimated re-
sponses however differs from element to element. Weaker corre-
spondence is, as expected, always accompanied by larger uncertain-
ties. The predicted responses are within the confidence limits for
most estimates. Good recovery is observed for the elements cor-
responding to the ε01 source term (second column). This is due to
the strong signal of ε01, that is, its dominance in the data (Fig. 1).
In the first row, the best resolved element however is not the one
describing excitation by ε01, but the diagonal element Q
−1,−1
1,1 . This
is clearly due to the fact that ι−11 is mostly excited by the corre-
sponding external coefficient ε−11 . Note in this context that not all
rows of the Q-matrix have diagonal elements if Nι > Nε , which is
the case in our study. Internal coefficients corresponding to rows
without diagonal element have a much smaller magnitude, since
they exclusively reflect the 3-D structure. For some features of the
results—for example, the substantial difference in quality between
the recovery of Q5,05,3 and Q
5,1
5,3—we still do not have an obvious
explanation.
Fig. 4 shows the same elements of the Q-matrix, but this time
estimated using the multifrequency approach (cf. Section 2.4) and
a regularization parameter of λ = 105. Note that the analysis was
Figure 5. L-curve relating data misfit and smoothness of the responses
estimated with the multifrequency approach. The values of λ are marked in
the plot. The estimated responses corresponding to λ = 105 are shown in
Fig. 4.
performedwith various values ofλ. Fig. 5 shows theL-curve relating
ψd and ψm, that is, the norms of data misfit and smoothness of
the responses. This L-curve has no distinct ‘knee’ in which both
measures are minimized. We thus merely chose a regularization
parameter for which the estimates agree well with the solution.
Obviously, this approach will not be possible when analysing real
data.
Due to the imposed smoothness constraint, the variation of the
responses with frequency is reduced. This has no perceptible effect
for the elements that were already perfectly resolved with the con-
ventional approach, for example, Q−1,−11,1 . For most other elements,
the smoothness constraint leads to a better agreement between es-
timates and predictions, for example, for Q5,−15,1 . When using the
conventional approach, the estimates of this response function fol-
lowed the general trend of the prediction, but the values at in-
dividual frequencies were offset from the solution. The smoothing
constraint significantly reduces this offset, but it has two drawbacks.
Figure 4. Selected elements of the Q-matrix, estimated from noise-free test data using the multifrequency approach (cf. Section 2.4). For an explanation, we
refer to the caption of Fig. 3.
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First, ‘outlier’ estimates partially lead to increased errors by ‘drag-
ging’ the estimates at neighbouring frequencies away from the solu-
tion. This is, for example, the case for Q−1,11,3 . Secondly, uncertainties
are generally smaller than for the conventional approach. Therefore,
predictions are more often outside of the confidence limits of the
estimates, even if the values are actually closer.
2.8 Verification using realistic test data
Processing results for realistic test data (i.e. test data provided by
the CI, cf. Section 2.5) are shown in Figs 6 (conventional approach)
and 7 (multifrequency approach). Let us first examine Fig. 6. As
expected, the agreement between predictions and estimates is dra-
matically worse than for noise-free test data, and uncertainties are
Figure 6. Selected elements of the Q-matrix, estimated from realistic test data using the conventional approach (cf. Section 2.3). For an explanation, we refer
to the caption of Fig. 3.
Figure 7. Selected elements of the Q-matrix, estimated from realistic test data using the multifrequency approach (cf. Section 2.4). For an explanation, we
refer to the caption of Fig. 3.
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significantly larger (but predictions are mostly within the confi-
dence limits). In fact, most elements lack any useful information
about the subsurface conductivity structure, since the magnitudes of
both estimates and confidence limits are about an order larger than
the corresponding predictions (e.g. Q−2,13,3 , compare with Fig. 3). Of
the shown responses, only Q−1,−11,1 (representing the 1-D structure)
and Q−2,03,1 (representing excitation by ε
0
1) are reliably resolved.
The multifrequency approach (Fig. 7) only perceptibly enhances
the recovery of the (already well recovered) diagonal element
Q−1,−11,1 . For most other elements, the offset between predictions and
estimates is similar as in the results obtained with the conventional
approach. However, uncertainties are partially dramatically reduced
(e.g. for Q−2,13,3 ), such that for a lot of estimates, the confidence limits
do not comprise the predictions. These seemingly well-recovered
responses might constitute a hazard for the inversion. Note that we
again used a value of λ = 105, as for the noise-free data (Fig. 4).
3 3 -D INVERS ION OF MATRIX
Q -RESPONSES
In this section, we describe how to invert matrix Q-responses for
the 3-D conductivity structure of Earth’s mantle. We start with
the theoretical derivation (Section 3.1), thereby focusing on the
adjoint approach that has been elaborated to compute the data mis-
fit gradient (Section 3.2). After that, we give an overview of the
numerical implementation (Section 3.3), investigate the resolution
(Section 3.4) and verify the concept in tests with synthetic data,
in that context also demonstrating the robustness of the algorithm
(Section 3.5).
3.1 Concept of the 3-D inversion
We formulate the inverse problem of conductivity recovery as an op-
timization problem, that is, we want to minimize a penalty function
φ(m, λ) given as
φ(m, λ) = φd(m) + λφm(m) (20)
with φd being the data misfit and λ and φm being a regularization
parameter and a regularization term, respectively.
The data misfit φd(m) is conventionally written as
φd(m) = [F(m) − d]†C−1d [F(m) − d], (21)
where d is the data vector, here composed of the observed (esti-
mated) matrix Q-responses, and m is the model vector, composed
of the Nm model parameters, which in our case describe the con-
ductivity structure of Earth’s mantle. F is the functional solving the
forward problem, that is, predicting the matrix Q-responses for a
given m. Cd is the data covariance matrix and assumed to be diag-
onal (i.e. to contain only the squared uncertainties of the elements
of the Q-matrix). With this assumption, which we will justify in
Section 4, we can rewrite eq. (21) in the following form:
φd(m) =
∑
ω∈	
∑
k,l
∑
n,m
∣∣∣Qlm,predkn (m, ω) − Qlm,obskn (ω)∣∣∣2(
δQlm,obskn (ω)
)2 . (22)
In this representation, φd(m) is the weighted sum of the squared
differences between observed and predicted (modelled) Q-matrix
elements at all frequenciesω ∈	, with the uncertainties δQlm,obskn (ω)
serving as weights.
The regularization term φm(m) is conventionally written as
φm(m) = mC−1m m, (23)
whereCm is themodel covariancematrix. It is oftenmore convenient
not to defineCm , but the regularizationmatrixW, such thatWW =
C−1m . With this definition, we can rewrite eq. (23) as
φm(m) = (Wm)(Wm). (24)
W is supposed to smooth the solution, its form depends on the
desired level of smoothness and the parametrization of the model.
Due to the non-linearity of 3-D EM inverse problems, iterative
descent methods (e.g. Nocedal & Wright 2006) are typically the
methods of choice. These methods require a computation of the
gradient of the penalty function φ with respect to the model param-
eters, that is
∇φ =
(
∂φ
∂m1
,
∂φ
∂m2
, . . . ,
∂φ
∂mNm
)
. (25)
While the gradient of the regularization term is easily calculated
analytically and given by
∇φm(m) = 2WWm, (26)
the calculation of the data misfit gradient is more challenging. The
straightforward option—brute-force numerical differentiation—
requires extremely high computational loads and is approximate
by nature. A much more efficient and elegant way to rigorously cal-
culate the gradient of the misfit is provided by an adjoint approach,
see, for example, Dorn et al. (1999). It allows the calculation of
the misfit gradient for the price of only a few additional forward
calculations (i.e. numerical solutions of Maxwell’s equations) ex-
cited by a specific (adjoint) source. Each inverse problem setting
requires the finding of explicit formulae for the adjoint source. We
will now provide these formulae for our inverse problem formula-
tion, following the general derivation by Pankratov & Kuvshinov
(2010).
3.2 Adjoint approach
Let us first see how Qlm,predkn in eq. (22) is obtained. By differentiating
eqs (4) and (5)with respect to r and setting r= a, we obtain the radial
component of the external and internal magnetic field, respectively,
at Earth’s surface
Bextr (r = a, ϑ, ϕ, ω) = −
∑
n,m
nεmn (ω)Y
m
n (ϑ, ϕ), (27)
B intr (r = a, ϑ, ϕ, ω) =
∑
k,l
(k + 1)ιlk(ω)Y lk (ϑ, ϕ)
=
∑
n,m
εmn (ω)
[∑
k,l
(k + 1)Qlmkn (ω)Y lk (ϑ, ϕ)
]
. (28)
Note that the definition of the matrix Q-response, eq. (9), was used
to derive the last equality. We can further define
Bm,extn,r = −nYmn (ϑ, ϕ), (29)
Bm,intn,r =
∑
k,l
(k + 1)Qlmkn (ω)Y lk (ϑ, ϕ) (30)
as the radial components of the magnetic fields generated by unit
amplitude spherical harmonic sources (i.e. by a source described
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by εmn (ω) = 1). Since Bm,intn,r = Bmn,r − Bm,extn,r , we can solve these
equations for the (predicted) matrix Q-responses by making use of
the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics Y lk
Qlm,predkn =
1
(k + 1) ∥∥Y lk∥∥2
∫
S
(
Bmn,r − Bm,extn,r
)
Y l
∗
k (ϑ, ϕ)ds. (31)
The upper asterisk ∗ denotes complex conjugation, ds= sinϑdϑdϕ,
and
∥∥Y lk∥∥2 is the squared norm of the spherical harmonic Y lk . Note
that Bm,extn,r is independent of frequency and only describes the source
geometry (as apparent from eq. 29). Bmn,r , however, also depends on
ω and Earth’s conductivity structure (and thus on m).
Taking the total derivative of the data misfit in eq. (22) yields
dφd(m) = 2	
{∑
ω∈	
∑
k,l
∑
n,m(
Qlm,predkn (m, ω) − Qlm,obskn (ω)
)∗
(
δQlm,obskn (ω)
)2 dQlm,predkn (m, ω)
}
, (32)
where 	 means real part. Since Qlm,predkn is given by eq. (31), the
only term left to derive is dQlm,predkn . We first note that, by taking the
derivative of eq. (31), we obtain
dQlm,predkn = clk
∫
S
dBmn,r Y
l∗
k (ϑ, ϕ)ds, (33)
where we define
clk =
1
(k + 1) ∥∥Y lk∥∥2 . (34)
The critical element in eq. (33) is the total derivative of the
radial component of the magnetic field, dBmn,r . To investigate this
element, let us first define the operatorGej (jext) as the ‘electric field
solution’ of Maxwell’s eqs (1)–(2) for the current source jext, that is,
E ≡ Ej = Gej (jext). Analogously, the operator Gbj (jext) represents
the ‘magnetic field solution’ of Maxwell’s eqs (1) and (2). Note that
these operators are universal and do not depend on the type of code
solving the forward problem.
In a similar way, we can define the operator Geh(hext) as the
electric field solution of an alternative formulation of Maxwell’s
equations
1
μ0
∇ × Bh = σEh, (35)
∇ × Eh = iωBh + μ0hext, (36)
where hext describes a distribution of magnetic dipoles. Pankratov&
Kuvshinov (2010) showed that this formulation can be transformed
into themore common representation ofMaxwell’s equations with a
current source, cf. eqs (1) and (2). The formulation given by eqs (35)
and (36) is however convenient in context of the adjoint approach, as
will become clear later. An important property of the operatorsGej ,
Geh andGbj are their reciprocity relations (Pankratov & Kuvshinov
2010):〈
Gej (a),b
〉 = 〈a,Gej (b)〉, (37)
〈
Geh(a), b
〉 = 〈a,Gbj (b)〉, (38)
where
〈a,b〉 =
∫
R3
a(r) · b(r)dv (39)
denotes a complex-valued bilinear scalar product. In a spherical
coordinate system,
〈a,b〉 =
∫
R3
(
arbr + aϑbϑ + aϕbϕ
)
dv. (40)
Let us now consider Maxwell’s eqs (1) and (2) in an Earth’s
model with infinitesimally changed conductivity σ + dσ , yielding
electric and magnetic fields E+ dE and B+ dB, respectively:
1
μ0
∇ × (B+ dB) = (σ + dσ )(E+ dE) + jext, (41)
∇ × (E+ dE) = iω(B+ dB). (42)
Now subtract eqs (1) and (2) from eqs (41) and (42):
1
μ0
∇ × dB = (σ + dσ )dE+ dσE, (43)
∇ × dE = iωdB. (44)
Using the operators defined above, we can rewrite eq. (43) as
1
μ0
∇ × dB = σdE+ dσGej (jext). (45)
Note that we neglected the second-order quantity dσdE. Eqs (44)
and (45) constitute a set ofMaxwell’s equations for the infinitesimal
fields dE and dB excited by the ‘source’ dσGej (jext). Using the
operator representation a second time, we obtain an expression
for dB:
dB = Gbj [dσGej (jext)] . (46)
So far, we did notmake any assumptions about the external source
current jext. It has been shown (e.g. by Kuvshinov & Semenov 2012,
appendix G) that for our application, jext can be considered in the
form of an SHE of an equivalent sheet current. This sheet current
flows in a shell at r= b> a (embedded in an insulator) and produces
exactly the external magnetic field Bext = −∇V ext at a ≤ r < b.
Following the derivations in the mentioned reference and letting b
approach a infinitesimally, that is, setting b = a+, we can write jext
as
jext =
∑
n,m
εmn (ω)j
m
n , (47)
with
jmn =
δ(r − a+)
μ0
2n + 1
n + 1 er × ∇⊥Y
m
n (ϑ, ϕ). (48)
Here, δ(r − a+) is Dirac’s delta function, er is the outward unit
vector and ∇⊥ is the angular part of the gradient operator. We
are interested in magnetic fields excited by elementary spherical
harmonic sources jmn . This yields the special case of eq. (46)
dBmn = Gbj
[
dσGej (jmn )
]
. (49)
Making use of reciprocity relation (38) and the definitions above,
eq. (33) can be rewritten in operator form
dQlm,predkn = clk
∫
S
dBmn,r (r = a, ϑ, ϕ)Y l
∗
k (ϑ, ϕ)ds
= clk
∫
R3
dBmn (r)er (r)Y
l∗
k (ϑ, ϕ)δ(r − a)dv
=
∫
R3
Gbj
[
dσGej (jmn )
]
hlk(r)dv
= 〈Geh(hlk), dσGej (jmn )〉 , (50)
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where
hlk(r) = clkY l
∗
k (ϑ, ϕ)er (r)δ(r − a) (51)
is a fictitious magnetic source, consisting of radial magnetic dipoles
distributed along Earth’s surface with weights that are equal to
clkY
l∗
k .
Substituting the last line of eq. (50) into (32) yields
dφd(m) = 2	
{∑
ω∈	
∑
n,m
〈
Geh(umn ), dσG
ej (jmn )
〉}
, (52)
with
umn =
∑
k,l
(
Qlm,predkn (m, ω) − Qlm,obskn (ω)
)∗
(
δQlm,obskn (ω)
)2 hlk . (53)
With the definition of the bilinear scalar product (40), we can use
eq. (52) to obtain the elements of the data misfit gradient
∂φd
∂mi
= 2	
{∑
ω∈	
∑
n,m
∫
Vj
(
Eu
m
n
r E
jmn
r + Eu
m
n
ϑ E
jmn
ϑ + Eu
m
n
ϕ E
jmn
ϕ
)
dv
}
∂σ j
∂mi
,
(54)
where Eu
m
n = Geh(umn ). This representation implies a model built
from elementary volume cells Vj each having a piecewise constant
conductivity σ j. The last term in eq. (54), ∂σ j/∂mi, depends on the
model parametrization (cf. Pankratov & Kuvshinov 2010); note that
the Einstein summation convention is implied for j. If the model
parameters directly represent the conductivities of each cell, that is,
mi = σ i, then ∂σ j/∂mi = δij, where δij is Kronecker’s delta. Eq.
(54) demonstrates the essence of the adjoint approach: in order to
calculate the gradient of the data misfit, only one (per frequency and
elementary source) additional forward modelling with excitation by
the adjoint source umn is required.
3.3 Numerical implementation
The derivations we presented so far neither depend on the choice
of the forward solver [which solves Maxwell’s eqs (1) and (2)
for a given conductivity model and a given source] nor on the
optimization method used to solve the inverse problem. In this
section, we describe how we numerically implemented the concept
outlined in the previous sections for the model studies presented in
Section 3.5.
For forward computations, the 3-D conductivity structure σ is
discretized on a regular spherical grid, consisting of nr × nϑ × nϕ
cells. The conductivity within each elementary volume cell is con-
stant, thus satisfying the condition imposed by eq. (54). In order
to predict electric and magnetic fields generated both by current
sources jmn and by adjoint sources u
m
n , we use a CIE approach
(extensively described by Kuvshinov & Semenov 2012).
The most expensive part of the forward solution in terms of
computational cost is the calculation of Green’s tensors. However,
the Green’s tensors are actually independent of the 3-D model
(Kuvshinov & Semenov 2012). To make the inversion algorithm
more efficient, we thus isolated their computation from the rest of
the forward calculations, such that it does not need to be repeated
in each iteration of the inversion scheme. A parallelization with
respect to Nω frequencies and to Ns elementary sources jmn has been
implemented for a further acceleration of the calculations.
The inversion domain is divided into Nr layers of possibly vari-
able thicknesses, which do not necessarily coincide with the nr
layers used for forward modelling. Since our data are transfer func-
tions relating SHE coefficients of the magnetic potential, it is most
natural to also parametrize the model domain in terms of spherical
harmonics, as it has been done previously by, for example, Kelbert
et al. (2008). Within each layer, conductivity is thus defined as a fi-
nite sum of spherical harmonics up to a cut-off degree L, that is, the
number of model parameters Nm is given by Nm = Nr(L + 1)2. For
derivations and amore thorough description of this parametrization,
the reader is referred to Pu¨the & Kuvshinov (2013b). Note that our
modular inversion code also offers the option to parametrize the
inversion domain with volume cells of constant conductivity (i.e.
like the forward domain).
The regularization matrixW introduced in Section 3.1 serves as
smoothing operator. Radial smoothing, that is, regularization across
layer boundaries, is applied by a finite difference approximation of
the vertical gradient (acting on the respective spherical harmonic
coefficients). Within each layer, lateral smoothing consists of down-
weighting spherical harmonics of higher degrees. Note that this reg-
ularization scheme is similar to the scheme previously presented by
Kelbert et al. (2008), who however defined the inverse ofW.
To minimize the penalty function given in eq. (20), our modular
inversion code offers the option to choose between several popu-
lar optimization methods—non-linear conjugate gradients, quasi-
Newton and limited-memory quasi-Newton (LMQN). Tests not
shown here have revealed that the LMQN method is superior to
the other options in terms of accuracy versus computational cost,
we thus apply it in this study. Our implementation of the method fol-
lows Nocedal & Wright (2006). The iterative formula for updating
the model vector m is
m(k+1) = m(k) − α(k)H(k)(∇φ)(k), (55)
where H(k) is an approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix,
updated at every iteration k, using the limited-memory Broyden–
Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno formula (e.g. Nocedal &Wright 2006).
The step length α(k) is computed by an inexact line search and
chosen to satisfy the Wolfe conditions (Nocedal & Wright 2006).
We start each inversion with strong regularization. After conver-
gence, the value of the regularization parameter λ is decreased, and
the results obtained with the previous λ are used as starting model.
This gradual adaptation of the amount of regularization constrains
the solution to be close to the global minimum in every stage of
the iterative inversion. The final result is picked from a trade-off
curve (L-curve, cf. Hansen 1992) that relates data misfit φd and
regularization term φm for the runs with different λ.
3.4 Resolution studies
This section is dedicated to testing the performance of the inversion
algorithm and investigating the resolution that can be achieved with
ideal data at depths between 10 and 1600 km (note that very similar
resolution studies were performed by Kelbert et al. 2008; Koch
& Kuvshinov 2013). To this purpose, we generated eight different
synthetic data sets, each of them consisting of matrix Q-responses
(for n ≤ 3, m ≤ 1, k, l ≤ 15) at 11 logarithmically spaced periods
between 2 and 30 d. These responses were computed by simulating
induction in eight different conductivity models, differing in the
depth of a laterally heterogeneous layer, which is embedded in
a realistic 1-D background structure (Fig. 8). The depth ranges
of this anomalous layer are 10–100, 100–250, 250–410, 410–520,
520–670, 670–900, 900–1200 and 1200–1600 km, respectively. The
heterogeneous layer has a checkerboard-like conductivity structure,
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Figure 8. Left-hand side: Reference checkerboard conductivity structure of
the anomalous layer used in the resolution studies. Conductivity is described
as log10(σ/σb), where σb is the background conductivity of the respective
layer. Right-hand side: 1-D background conductivity structure σb in the top
1600 km.
withminimum andmaximum conductivities of σb/
√
10 and σb
√
10,
respectively, where σb denotes the background conductivity of the
respective layer. The surface conductancemap (cf. Fig. 2) comprises
the top 10 km.
Each data set is now separately inverted in order to recover the
heterogeneous layer at the respective depth. The inversion is ini-
tiated with the background 1-D model. The inversion domain is
stratified into the eight layers described above, and the conductivity
structure of each layer is described by spherical harmonics up to
degree L = 15. Note that higher cut-off degrees do not increase the
resolution, since there is no information on more detailed structures
in the data. No regularization is applied. The surface conductance
map is fixed during inversion. For forward modelling, each layer
(including the surface shell) is discretized in 72 × 36 cells with a
size of 5◦ × 5◦.
The inversion results are presented in Fig. 9. The colouring
scheme is normalized to log10(σ/σb). Values different from zero
thus indicate anomalous structures. Each column corresponds to a
different inversion, that is, column n corresponds to the inversion of
the nth data set, which itself corresponds to a checkerboard anomaly
in the nth layer. Perfect resolution at all depths would thus be indi-
cated by checkerboard structures in the diagonal of the 8× 8-matrix
and zeros elsewhere.
The results reveal that the 3-Dmantle conductivity can—with the
given data—only be recovered at depths greater than 100 km. Best
resolution is achieved at depths from 500 to 900 km, but anomalous
structures can be detected in the entire depth range from 100 km
down to 1600 km. In all inversion runs, the conductivity structure
of the laterally heterogeneous layer is smeared to the adjacent lay-
ers. This is due to the finite (and actually sparse) set of involved
frequencies. The relatively poor recovery of the (comparably thin)
layer extending from 410 to 520 km might be due to the same rea-
son. Note in this context that the vertical resolution is governed by
the frequency range ω ∈ 	, while the lateral resolution is governed
by the number of rows in theQ-matrix, that is, by the cut-off degree
for internal coefficients, Nι. When using a modified data set with 14
periods between 2 and 60 d, the resolution at depths >1200 km in-
creases (results not shown). Note that the depth resolution depends
on the background conductivity structure and might thus be slightly
different for real data.
3.5 Test of the inversion algorithm
In this section, we verify the performance and robustness of the
inversion algorithm outlined above by recovering the target model
Figure 9. Results of the resolution study. Each column corresponds to an individual inversion, which tries to recover the conductivity structure of an anomalous
layer buried in the depth range indicated at the top of the respective column. The depth of the resolved layers is indicated on the right. Conductivity is described
as log10(σ/σb), where σb is the background conductivity of the respective layer (cf. Fig. 8).
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Figure 10. (a) Target conductivity model (cf. Fig. 2), filtered by spherical harmonics up to degree 5. Note that the surface conductance map is not shown, since
it is fixed during inversion. (b) Conductivity model recovered with ideal Q-responses, that is, theoretical predictions from the target model. (c) Conductivity
model recovered with Q-responses that were estimated by multivariate analysis from noise-free data with the conventional approach. (d) Conductivity model
recovered with Q-responses that were estimated by multivariate analysis from noise-free data with the multifrequency approach. Units are S m−1.
shown in Fig. 2, which was used to generate the test data set de-
scribed in Section 2.5. As data, wewill use theQ-matrices estimated
with the multivariate data analysis scheme (Sections 2.7 and 2.8),
shown in Figs 3–7.
We invert these data to recover the conductivity at depths be-
tween 10 and 1000 km. The surface conductance map describing
the distribution of land and sea is scaled to a thickness of 10 km
and fixed, that is, we do not try to recover it, as its contribution to
the induced field is assumed to be known. The inversion domain
consists of five layers, each having a thickness of 200 km (except
for the uppermost layer, which has a thickness of 190 km). This
stratification intentionally does not coincide with the stratification
of the target model (cf. Fig. 2) in order to account for our limited
knowledge of the stratification in the Earth’s mantle.
For forward modelling, each layer (including the thin surface
shell) is discretized in 72 × 36 cells with a size of 5◦ × 5◦. Since
our data consist of matrix Q-responses that relate SHE coefficients
up to degree k= 5, it seemsmost reasonable to use a cut-off degree of
L = 5 for the spherical harmonic representation of the conductivity
in each layer. As we use an iterative solver, an initial conductivity
model is required. Thismodel consists of the laterally heterogeneous
surface shell and a 1-D section underneath, which has been derived
from the data by a 1-D inversion algorithm (Pu¨the & Kuvshinov
2013a). The conductivity at depths greater than 1000 km is fixed
just like the conductivity of the surface shell.
Fig. 10 presents inversion results obtained with ideal and noise-
free test data. Fig. 10(a) shows the target model ‘filtered’ by spher-
ical harmonics up to degree 5, thereby representing the most de-
tailed picture we can obtain for each layer with the implemented
parametrization. Note that the small-scale anomalies in the upper
mantle have disappeared, thus indicating that the resolution is lim-
ited to large-scale structures (i.e. structures of continental size).
Fig. 10(b) shows the conductivity structure recovered with ideal
Q-responses, that is, the theoretical predictions that were shown
as solid lines in Figs 3–7. An inversion run with such data can be
considered as resolution study, which in our case is successful, since
the conductivity structure is very reasonably recovered in the entire
depth range.
The remaining panels of Fig. 10 show the inversion results ob-
tainedwithQ-responses that were estimated bymultivariate analysis
from noise-free data (cf. Section 2.7), either using the conventional
approach (Fig. 10c) or the multifrequency approach (Fig. 10d). The
results show only negligible differences. In both cases, the shape of
the large-scale anomaly below the Pacific is recovered very well in
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Figure 11. (a) Conductivity model recovered with Q-responses that were estimated by multivariate analysis from realistic data with the conventional approach.
(b) Conductivity model recovered with Q-responses that were estimated by multivariate analysis from realistic data with the multifrequency approach. (c)
Conductivity model recovered with Q-responses describing induction by the ε01 source term, posterior selection. (d) Conductivity model recovered with
Q-responses describing induction by the ε01 source term, prior selection. Units are S m
−1.
the layer extending from 400 to 600 km, and conductivities of both
anomaly and background match with the filtered target model. The
layers extending from 10 to 200 km and from 200 to 400 km co-
incide almost perfectly well with the (quasi-uniform) filtered target
model in this depth range. The same is true for the layer extending
from 800 to 1000 km. The layer extending from 600 to 800 km
samples contributions from two layers of the target model (note the
different stratifications). Its conductivity distribution appears very
reasonable, since the background has an intermediate conductivity
when compared to both layers of the filtered target model, and the
anomaly below the Pacific is clearly visible, however blurred.
Fig. 11 presents inversion results obtained with realistic data, that
is, data provided by the CI (cf. Section 2.8). The first two panels
show the results obtained by inverting Q-matrices estimated by the
conventional approach and by the multifrequency approach, respec-
tively. Again, the results are very similar and only differ in details.
Compared to the results obtained by inverting noise-free data, the
large conductivity anomaly below the Pacific is recovered with less
details, and a few artefacts are perceptible, in particular at great
depths. However, considering the partially very large uncertain-
ties in the data (compare Figs 3 and 6), the target model is excel-
lently recovered. These results show the robustness of our inversion
algorithm.
Let us now investigate which parts of the data actually contain
information about the subsurface conductivity structure, and which
can be omitted without altering the inversion results. We have seen
in Section 2.8 that the best-resolved elements of the Q-matrix are
the diagonal terms (describing the bulk conductivity and the 1-D
structure) and those referring to induction by the dominant source
term, ε01. It thus seems reasonable to try to recover the conductivity
structure using only the column of the Q-matrix containing the
terms Ql,0k,1 (visually indicated in Fig. 12a; note that, due to the
chosen ordering of the coefficients, this is the second column of the
Q-matrix). Note that this column contains the diagonal term Q0,01,1
and thus the necessary information on bulk conductivity and 1-D
structure.
Wehave to distinguish between ‘prior’ and ‘posterior’ selection of
the Q-matrix elements used for inversion. By ‘posterior’ selection,
we mean that we only use the desired column of the full Q-matrix
estimated in Section 2.8. By ‘prior’ selection, in contrast, we mean
that we estimate a newQ-matrix, this time assuming that the source
is exclusively described by ε01. The newly estimated Q-matrix only
consists of one column, which is contaminated by correlated noise,
arising from the undescribed sources of higher degree and order.
Note that this also reduces the multivariate analysis to a univariate
analysis.
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Figure 12. Sketch of the Q-matrix used in this study. Black colour marks
the diagonal elements—note that not all of them are actually in the diagonal
of the matrix due to the ‘missing’ source terms form> 1. Red colour marks
the elements used for different inversions. Due to the chosen ordering of the
coefficients, the second column of theQ-matrix corresponds to induction by
ε01. (a) corresponds to the results presented in Fig. 11(c), (b) corresponds to
the results presented in Fig. 13(a) and (c) corresponds to the results presented
in Fig. 13(b). Note that the diagonal element of the second column is used
in all three inversions.
The results of these additional inversions are presented in the
remaining panels of Fig. 11. Fig. 11(c) shows the inversion result
obtained by inverting the second column of the Q-matrix estimated
with the basic approach (see also Fig. 12a). The great similarity to
Fig. 11(a) justifies the assumption that the information on induction
due to ε01 is sufficient to recover the conductivity structure. Fig. 11(d)
shows the inversion result obtained by inverting the only column
of a newly estimated Q-matrix, using the prior assumption that the
source can be described exclusively by ε01. The result clearly exhibits
the effect of correlated noise. The anomaly below the Pacific is still
visible, but its recovery is significantly worse than with the full
data set. On top, artefacts in the solution are dramatically enhanced.
This indicates the importance of the external coefficients of higher
degrees and orders and shows that the source can not be described
by a large-scale symmetric ring current.
A final test concerns the difference between Q-matrix elements
within the same column. We have already stated in Section 2.7
that there are fundamental differences between Q-matrix rows with
diagonal elements and such without diagonal elements. In the latter,
ε01 is typically the dominant source for the internal coefficients ι
l
k .
In the former, however, the dominant source is the corresponding
external coefficient of same degree and order, εlk . How does this
affect the inversion results? Let us return to the data set used to
gain the results shown in Fig. 11(c), that is, the a posteriori selected
column of the Q-matrix describing induction by ε01, and divide it
into two new data sets. The first data set contains the nine responses
of rows with diagonal elements. The second data set contains the
remaining 26 responses of rows without diagonal elements plus
Q0,01,1, which is needed to recover bulk conductivity and 1-D structure
(Fig. 12).
The inversion results are presented in Fig. 13—panel (a) showing
the results obtained by inverting responses of Q-matrix rows with
diagonal element (cf. Fig. 12b), panel (b) those of rows without
diagonal element (plus Q0,01,1; cf. Fig. 12c). We can directly see
that both subsets contain information about the 3-D conductivity
Figure 13. (a) Conductivity model recovered by inverting Q-responses de-
scribing induction by the ε01 source term of Q-matrix rows with diagonal
element. (b) Conductivity model recovered by inverting Q-responses de-
scribing induction by the ε01 source term of Q-matrix rows without diagonal
element. Units are S m−1.
structure, but none of them contains the full information (compare
with Fig. 11c). In Q-matrix rows with diagonal elements, ε01 is not
the dominant source, but the signal describing induction due to ε01 is
above noise level (Fig. 13a—if therewas no signal above noise level,
we could only recover the 1-D structure). The layers extending from
400 to 600 km and from 600 to 800 km show an anomalous structure
below the Pacific. Its poorly defined shape is due to the fact that we
only invert Q-responses of low k and l, which describe the coarse
conductivity structure. In contrast, the results in Fig. 13(b) show
more details about the shape of the anomaly, but miss the coarse
structure. This can be expected when inverting only Q-responses of
higher degrees and orders.
Compared to the results obtained by inverting the full second
column of the Q-matrix (Fig. 11c), both inversion results shown in
Fig. 13 exhibit several artefacts. A closer look reveals that these
artefacts are complementary to each other, that is, adding both pan-
els of Fig. 13 will not only enhance the recovery of the conductivity
anomaly below the Pacific, but also reduce the artefacts. These
results indicate that we need the full column of the Q-matrix de-
scribing induction due to ε01 in order to obtain reliable images of the
3-D conductivity structure in Earth’s mantle.
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4 D ISCUSS ION
4.1 Two methods to estimate the Q-matrix
To estimate the elements of the Q-matrix, we have presented two
approaches. In the conventional (single-frequency) approach, re-
sponses at different frequencies are estimated individually. In the
multifrequency approach, responses at all frequencies are estimated
simultaneously, and they are constrained to vary smoothly with fre-
quency, thereby satisfying some prior knowledge on transfer func-
tions.
The multifrequency approach is an interesting tool, but it is only
superior to the conventional approach in case of already relatively
well-recovered transfer functions. It does not help to increase the
recovery of badly resolved transfer functions, however leads to an
artificial reduction of the associated uncertainties. The small un-
certainties might be partially compensated by the imposed covari-
ances between estimates at different periods. For reasons that will
be discussed in the next subsection, we however cannot use these
covariances in the current setup of the inversion algorithm.
As seen in Section 3.5, neither the merits nor the drawbacks of
the multifrequency approach seem to have any influence on a sub-
sequent inversion of the estimated transfer functions. We therefore
decide to omit the computationally expensive multifrequency ap-
proach and recommend the conventional approach for further use.
4.2 Data weighting
In our formulation of the data misfit, we have chosen to use a
diagonal data covariance matrix. This is obviously a simplifica-
tion, since it neglects interrelations between different elements of
the Q-matrix. Covariances between elements of different n and m
are estimated together with the responses. When using the multi-
frequency approach, we can also determine covariances between
responses at different periods. Note that the latter should be treated
with care, since they are not a feature of the data, but depend on
the magnitude of regularization. In contrast, our algorithm does not
allow a recovery of covariances between Q-matrix elements of dif-
ferent k and l, since the Q-matrix is estimated row-wise. These are
however a real feature of the data, because they reflect the existing
interdependencies between different internal coefficients ιlk .
Correctly determining the full data covariance matrix is thus a
very difficult task. Besides that, the use of a full matrix would
prevent the application of the adjoint approach as elaborated above
and hence dramatically decelerate the computations. The number
of forward computations per iteration would increase by a factor
Nι(Nι + 2), that is, in this study by a factor 35. The computational
cost would at least increase by the same factor.
These are practical arguments against the use of a full covariance
matrix. We however also believe that such a dense matrix, even if it
was present, would not enhance the inversion results. The data we
use consist of Q-matrix elements of strongly varying quality, which
is reflected by the uncertainties. By using a diagonal covariance
matrix, we scale the individual responses by their uncertainties and
such make sure that the influence of poorly resolved responses
on the inversion results is minimized. Indeed, as we have shown,
completely ignoring large parts of the data does not lead to a great
change in the recovery of the conductivity model. Keeping this in
mind, it might not only be unnecessary to relate different data, but
even counterproductive. Relating well-resolved responses to poorly
resolved responses might reduce the influence of the former on the
solution and thereby lead to a degraded recovery of the conductivity
structure.
In spite of our argumentation, the use of a full covariance matrix
wouldmake the analysis more self-consistent, especially if inverting
matrix Q-responses estimated with the multifrequency approach.
Its implementation is therefore an interesting project for the future,
and its use can be expected to become less expensive with growing
computational resources.
4.3 The issue of correlated noise
Correlated noise due to undescribed sources is one of the major
sources of error in EM sounding research (Egbert & Booker 1989).
In this section, we discuss this issue applied to matrix Q-responses.
For this study, we generated a test data set by simulating induction
due to a magnetospheric source, which is described by a limited set
of spherical harmonics (Ns = 9). The spatial structure of the source
was known when the CI separated synthetic magnetic data into its
constituents, represented by coefficient time-series. There is corre-
lated noise in the recovered coefficients, for example, originating
from different sampling rates (temporal leakage) and non-recovered
internal/induced parts (spatial leakage). We however argue that the
impact of this noise is small if compared to the impact of an un-
described (inducing) magnetospheric source. Such a source is not
present in the simplified data set.
Real data will contain a larger amount of correlated noise, for
example, due to field-aligned currents or magnetospheric sources
of higher degree and order. In order to test the robustness of the
algorithm to correlated noise, we reduced the number of sources
prior to data analysis by assuming that the source can be described
exclusively by its dominant term, ε01. The inversion results (Fig. 11
d) revealed that a recovery of 3-D mantle conductivity anomalies is
still possible, but their shape is distorted and the number of artefacts
in the solution increases dramatically.
Correlated noise is hence a major issue when estimating ma-
trix Q-responses. In this paper, we distinguished between Q-matrix
rows with and without diagonal element. The Q-matrix describing
the true Earth however does not have any rows without diagonal
element. No matter how small a given magnetospheric source term
εlk might be, it will always be the dominant source for the corre-
sponding internal coefficient ιlk . Neglecting existing source terms
(and thereby creating Q-matrix rows without diagonal elements)
will thus add large portions of correlated noise to the estimated
responses in the respective rows of the Q-matrix.
When translating these findings to real data, it is apparent that we
should only trust the responses of Q-matrix rows with diagonal ele-
ments, since theywill be comparably unaffected by correlated noise.
If the CI can—from real Swarm data—recover the same number of
magnetospheric source terms as in this test study (Ns = 9), the res-
olution we can expect will thus rather resemble that of Fig. 13(a).
A more detailed description of the source (by adding more SHE
terms) might permit a better lateral resolution, but, as discussed in
Section 2.6, it will limit the upper end of the period range and thus
not allow the recovery of anomalous structures at great depths. A
period-dependent number of source terms might be the optimum
solution for this problem.
We do not know the amount of correlated noise in real data
and thus can hardly estimate its effect on forthcoming inversion
results. However, the analysis presented in this paper reveals that
we are able to detect the correlated noise. Moreover, the Q-matrix
scheme is a unique possibility to determine—already prior to
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inversion—whether the data contain any reliable information on
the 3-D conductivity structure and will thus be a very valuable tool
when analysing the data of Swarm and possible further magnetic
satellite missions.
5 CONCLUS IONS AND OUTLOOK
We have presented a 3-D frequency-domain inversion scheme to
recover the global 3-D mantle conductivity structure using satel-
lite magnetic data. The scheme is based on the analysis of a new
2-D array of transfer functions, named Q-matrix. The elements
of the Q-matrix relate external and internal coefficients of the
SHE of the magnetic potential due to magnetospheric sources. The
Q-matrix is estimated by a newly developed multivariate data anal-
ysis scheme, which is based on the section-averaging approach and
a robust least-squares algorithm. Uncertainties are estimated with a
jackknife approach.
The inversion is made tractable by implementing a LMQN opti-
mization method and using an adjoint approach to calculate the gra-
dient of the penalty function. Forward computations are performed
with a CIE solver. Parallelization with respect toNω frequencies and
Ns spherical harmonic sources and an efficient implementation of
the computation of Green’s tensors further accelerate the calcula-
tions. The model domain is parametrized with spherical harmonics,
which reflects the nature of the data.
Performance and robustness of the inversion algorithm have been
tested by simulating induction due to a realistic magnetospheric
source in a realistic 3-D conductivity model and recovering this
model from the synthetic data. Test data provided by the CI permits
an excellent recovery of 3-D structures in the mid-mantle. With pe-
riods between 2 and 30 d, 3-D structures are well resolved at depths
between 100 and 1200 km; the best resolution can be expected at
depths between 500 and 900 km. Lateral resolution is restricted to
continental size.
Due to correlated noise, the resolution achieved in the test studies
presented in this paper might not be achievable with real data.
We have shown that an accurate description of the magnetospheric
source is crucial for our methodology, since the resolution of the
conductivity structure increases with the number of source terms
considered in multivariate analysis. Describing the magnetospheric
source by a large-scale symmetric ring current, represented by the
SHE coefficient ε01, is most probably not sufficient to map the 3-D
conductivity structure of the mantle with the Q-matrix approach.
The presented tests have shown that the inversion algorithm is
workable and ready to digest Swarm data.However, since a sufficient
amount of Swarm data will only be available after several years, we
plan to determine a preliminary 3-D mantle conductivity model
with currently available data. These will include measurements of
the recent single satellite missions CHAMP and Ørsted as well as
data from the global network of magnetic observatories. This work
will be done in cooperation with the authors of the CI (Sabaka et al.
2013). The results obtained with the algorithm presented above will
be compared to results obtained with an algorithm analysing the
data in time domain (Velimsky 2013).
The presented inversion algorithm follows a modular architec-
ture, which does not only allow for an easy switch to different
parametrizations, optimization schemes and regularization options,
but also the use of different types of data, such as internal coefficient
time spectra (Pu¨the & Kuvshinov 2013b), observatory C-responses
(Semenov & Kuvshinov 2012) or time spectra of the magnetic field,
determined at observatory locations (Koch & Kuvshinov 2013).
Inverting further types of data (e.g. long-period impedances from
observatories that are equipped with instruments measuring the
electric field or voltage data from abandoned submarine telecom-
munication cables) is easy to implement. Developing a tool that
allows a joint inversion of the different types of EM data in order to
use the maximum available amount of information on global 3-D
mantle conductivity is a plan for the near future.
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